
 Course venue: The Training Centre at Our Lady’s Catholic High School,  
St Anthony’s Drive, Fulwood Preston PR2 3SQ 

See  www.catholic-teaching-alliance.org for the Cancellation Policy 

The latest Education Endowment Fund (EEF) Report – you’ve heard about it – 
take some time to discuss and find out more  

Introduction to EEF Report  

‘Improving Secondary Science’ 
Improving Secondary Science reviews the best available research to 

offer science teachers practical classroom suggestions. 

Monday 10 December 2018 

FREE to attend twilight session 

4.00pm – 6.00pm  

The Training Centre, OLCHS, Fulwood, PRESTON 

The report uses the research evidence to show how some of the things you already do can be as 

effective as possible, as well as some ideas which may be new to your practice. 

This session is aimed at all teachers of science in secondary schools and looks at the 

seven recommendations of the report: 

 Preconceptions - BUILD on the ideas that pupils bring to the classroom 

 Self-regulation - HELP pupils direct their own learning 

 Modelling - USE models to support understanding 

 Memory - SUPPORT pupils to retain and retrieve knowledge 

 Practical work - USE practical work purposefully and as part of a learning 

sequence 

 Language of science - DEVELOP scientific vocabulary and support pupils to read 

and write about science 

 Feedback - USE structured feedback to move on pupils' thinking 

 

Trainer: Phil Naylor 
 

 
 

 

 

To book a place email cta@olchs.lancs.sch.uk or call 01772 326931 

Phil is currently seconded from his latest senior leader role to head up the Teacher Development 

Trust’s Blackpool Hub. He is the Assistant Director of Blackpool Research School, a Science SLE and 

currently studying for an MSc. Phil is also a Primary School Governor, a UEFA A Licence Football Coach 

and was a member of the EEF working party on the development of the Science guidance.   

http://www.catholic-teaching-alliance.org/
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